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Kitchen Chronicles

“If variety is
the spice of
life, then my
life must be
one of the
spiciest you
ever heard
of...A curry
of a life.”
--Paul Child,
husband of
famed chef,
Julia Child

Jump off the Blandwagon,
Hitch a Ride on the Spice Route!
Growing up in the United States,
many of us are not accustomed to highly
spiced foods, but if you have been lucky
enough to travel abroad, or have relatives
from another country or culture, your
tastebuds have likely been goosed by
something spicy, smokey, bitter, toasty, or
tangy. Spices are simply dried and
ground plant matter--including seeds,
berries, flowers, fruit, and bark--which
are used to flavor our food. Long ago,
before reliable refrigeration, spices
played another important role in
cooking--reducing the occurrence of
foodborn illness and food poisoning.
Chemicals released from spices in
cooking can help to preserve foods that
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cannot be kept cold enough, protecting
diners from serious tummy troubles!
Additionally, spices can aid in digestion,
and have established medicinal value. If
you have ever been to a modern
apothecary--a store that sells herbs and
spices as remedies for physical and
emotional ailments--you have a sense of
the power that spices hold.
During the Renaissance in Europe,
medieval cooks were quite liberal in their
use of seasonings, some combinations of
which are recognizable today, others that
sound downright bizarre! As most spices
came to Europe via extensive trading
along the Spice Routes from Asia and the
so-called Spice Islands, only the

wealthiest people could afford to flavor
their food with them. Today in America,
we think of spices as boring bits of dust
sold in glass jars at the grocery, but for
millennia, spices were considered
precious, and procuring them drove
global commerce! In fact, the Latin root
for the word “spice” meant goods or wares.
While India and other Southeast
Asian countries still produce most of the
spices we eat, many cuisines have their
representative seasonings, from Japanese
to Mediterranean, African to Central
American. Just thinking of all those
dried Mexican chilis and colorful
Moroccan spice bazaars can makes your
mouth start to water and sizzle!
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Kids Can Cook Too!
If you have ever tried food from the Indian
subcontinent, you are likely familiar with the term
“curry.” Curry is the anglicized version of the word
“kari,” the Tamil term for sauce or relish--because
curried dishes usually come in a brightly flavored
sauce. Curry powder does not refer to any specific
spice blend, though most prepared curry powders
include coriander, cumin, and turmeric, among
others. In India, spice blends of this sort are known
generally as “garam masala,” which translates loosely
to something like hot spice mixture. While you can
buy good pre-made curry powder, it is fun to create
your own. Plus, freshly toasted and ground spices give
your food the best flavor!
The category, “Indian food” actually represents a vast
spectrum of recipes and cuisines, and some dishes are
very complicated to make. However, you can try your
hand at this basic recipe and wow your family with
its zesty flavors. Madhur Jaffrey is a wonderful food
writer, actress, and Indian cookery expert, who has a
number of great cookbooks out there including “Curry
Nation” and “World Vegetarian.”

Madhur Jaffrey’s Simple Chicken and Sweet
Red Pepper Curry
Ingredients for pepper paste:
• 2 red bell peppers, deseeded and roughly chopped
• 1/2 red onion, roughly chopped
• 1/2-inch piece of ginger, peeled and chopped
• 5 garlic cloves, peeled and crushed
• 1 tsp. ground coriander
• 2 tsp. ground cumin
• 1/2 tsp. turmeric
• 2 ounces sliced almonds (Allergy Alert!)
• Pinch of cayenne or smoked paprika, optional

Building your spice rack? Here
are the basics: ground cumin,
cinnamon (sticks/powder), bay
leaves, (smoked) paprika, thyme,
oregano, rosemary, nutmeg,
cayenne pepper, red pepper flakes,
ground coriander, ground cloves,
turmeric, allspice, yellow
mustard, powdered ginger, ground
cardamom, onion powder, fennel
seed, garlic powder, and sage.
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Ingredients for the dish:
• 1 Tbsp. vegetable oil
• 8 skinless, boneless chicken thighs
• 1 1/4 cups chicken stock
• Juice from 1/2 a lemon
• Salt and pepper to taste
• Fresh cilantro (aka: coriander), optional
1) Place all paste ingredients in a blender or food
processor and blitz until you get a smooth paste.
2) Season the raw chicken with salt and pepper.
3) In a dutch oven or deep skillet, heat the vegetable
oil and add the pepper paste. Cook for 10 minutes
on medium, stirring.
4) Add the chicken thighs and turn to cover with the
paste. Cook for about 10 minutes, then add enough
chicken stock to achieve a thick sauce.
5) Bring the sauce to a boil, then turn down the heat
to low and cook for another 15 minutes.
6) Finish with a squeeze of lemon, a sprinkle of
chopped cilantro, if using.
7) Taste and adjust seasonings (salt and pepper).
This dish can also be made vegetarian by substituting
cauliflower or sweet potato for the chicken. Serve
with plenty of plain jasmine rice and perhaps some
spicy green beans.
Want to learn more? Check out Ms. Jaffrey’s Saveur
piece called, “The Spice and Color of Madras.”
Here is her basic go-to curry powder if you want to try
and blend your own. You’ll need a small skillet and a
spice/coffee grinder.
Older students might enjoy reading her memoir,
“Climbing the Mango Trees,” about growing up in
India...and all the delicious food that entailed!
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Which spice is the worst at
keeping a secret?

A Spicy Stanza

Cinnamon Toast
Sugared flour, powdered
cinnamon:
The essential waste delights me!
All useless things should be so shot
With calories and guilt that's guilt
Only as drizzles are storms. Spring
Should slicken and unfold as fast
As the sugar melts upon the buds.
Forgiveness should be so well
formed.
That blend delights as gently
As gardenias overpower. Beignet
Not quite grown, half baked as
bun,
Mildly solemn without its milk.
Lord, what pointless miseries we
dream.
The earth is ripe with joy at rain.
I want to deserve that gesture,
And the sweet, twisted, buttersoaked
Glory of cinnamon toast.
--Philip Lee Williams (1995)

Only thyme will tell!

Culture Corner
Humans have been using spices as
flavorings and medicines for thousands of
years--the first records of the spice trade
date back to neolithic India, around 3000
B.C.E! Despite their humble appearance,
spices played significant role in
development of global trade, and many
were once worth their weight in gold,
even serving as currency. Wars have been
fought over spice territories and trade
routes, and these unassuming seasonings
even spurred exploration that led to the
Age of Discovery. As you will see below,
most spices have medicinal values that
were recognized even before modern
medicine could explain the causes of
illness. Nutmeg was at the heart of the
“Spice Wars” of the 16th century, not for
its use in eggnog, but as a supposed cure
for The Plague, which killed thousands in
Mission Nutrition
Adding herbs and spices to your cooking
may provide some important health benefits
in addition to boosting flavor! Here are the
details on just a few common ingredients...

EAT BOLD. EAT BRAVE.
PUT ON YOUR

ADVENTURE FOOD
PANTS!
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Sage: Memory enhancer, antiinflammatory, antioxidant, lowers
cholesterol and triglycerides.
Cinnamon: Stimulates appetite and
digestion, soothes upset stomachs, helps
relieve gas, nausea, and other digestive
distresses, improves circulation, antioxidant.
Oregano: Vitamin K, strong antioxidant,
improves bone density and blood clotting,
antimicrobial, anti-fungal, antiinflammatory, gastrointestinal and
respiratory benefits, reduces dandruff and
acne, natural insect repellant.
Coriander: Stimulates insulin
production / helps lower blood sugar,
antibiotic (especially effective against
salmonella), lowers bad cholesterol, raised
good cholesterol.

medieval Europe. Spices were mentioned
in several ancient stories and religious
texts, from the epic tale of Gilgamesh, to
the Christian Bible and the Hindu
scriptural verse, the Bhagavad Gita.
Certain spices were affiliated with various
gods and goddesses, and were made as
offerings to secure safe passage into the
afterlife. Some of the world’s greatest
civilizations--Chinese, Egyptian,
Mesopotamian, Indian, Greek, Roman,
and Arab/Muslim--all utilized spices and
were involved in their trade. Just imagine
the adventure and treachery involved in
transporting this precious cargo
thousands of miles from remote “spice
islands,” across land and sea (and
sometimes enemy territory) in order to
make a living! Even now, travel in some
of these areas is still a challenge. Check
out this map for a visual sense.
Rosemary: Memory and concentration
enhancer, antioxidant and antimicrobial
properties, improve circulation, relieves
heartburn, indigestion, and gas, natural
stress reducer.
Cayenne: Metabolic booster, stimulates
circulation, improves digestion, clears
congestion, eases coughs and sore throats,
helps normalize blood pressure and
cholesterol levels.
Thyme: Strong antimicrobial and
antibacterial properties (helps combat
bacterial respiratory infections), high in iron,
eases arthritis and acne, soothes upset
stomachs (etc.), may help lower blood
pressure and protect against certain types of
cancer.
Cumin: High in iron and Vitamin C (offers
immune support), improves digestion, antifungal properties, can help liver
detoxification, eases insomnia, and has
cancer-fighting agents.
Ginger: Cold relief, nausea remedy,
reduces muscle pain, and more!
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Redhawk Recipe Roost (or more delicious things you can do with SPICES!)
Redhawks, we have gmail account where you and your
family can share with the SCS community favorite recipes
featuring healthy fruits, veggies, grains, and lean meat! Send us
your experiences trying new foods in 2016! Just email us at:
ravenousredhawks@gmail.com. Who knows? Your family’s
stories or recipes could appear in an edition of SCSKC!

Enchiladas without a Recipe from Food 52
Festive Golden Five-Spice Chicken from BBC Good Food
Like dessert spicy? Try these Cinnamon-Chile Brownies.
Spicy snacktime? Spicy Peanut Caramel Corn.

Spices aren’t solitary fellows--check out these varied,
international spice mixes to perk up your veggies and protein!
Still feeling unsure? Check out this list of spices and what you
can do with them.

Deborah Madison’s Spicy Ginger Chickpeas
101 Cookbook’s Brown Butter Spice Cake
Ottolenghi’s Pasta with Moroccan Spice Butter

Want to see how spices are grown in Zanzibar? Click the
“gallery” link in the article for a few interesting images.
Do you like to drink a cup of chai? Here Madhur Jaffrey
explains how to make an authentic cup using whole spices!
Black Sticky Gingerbread from 101 Cookbooks
Easy Homemade Enchilada Sauce from Food 52
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Ottolenghi’s Spiced Squash and Corn Fritters
Spicy Korean Meatballs vis Food 52
The Best Vehicle for Spice and Leftover Rice: Bi Bim Bop
Goat is a delicious low-fat red meat alternative and local
farms do sell it. It’s wonderful in this tradition Mexican
stew, Birria.

